HOST STUDIOS & EXHIBITING GUEST ARTISTS

INFORMATION HQ & YOUTH ART @ STUDIO 1
7100 E. Cave Creek Road #144
480-575-6624
Host: Donna Anastasi, watercolor

Fab Photography
6931 E. Stevens Road
310-995-7697
Host: Siep Bueneke, photography
Johanna Dozer, glass
Jerr Locke, stone
Hester van Diggelen, jewelry

Coyote Crossing Studio
38611 N. Grapevine Road
480-595-1106
Host: Dick Mueller, colored pencil, pencil
Joerg Aquino, printmaking
Karen S. Friend, gouard, mixed media
Justine Mantor-Waldie, ink, etching, acrylic

J. Bruce Studio
7162 E. Stevens Road
480-437-9995
Host: Judy Paxton Bruce, mixed media, oil, printmaking
Host: Jim Bruce, cement, ceramic
Linda Korstad, ceramic, mixed media

Virginia Brooks Studio
7402 E. Sundance Trail
480-220-6696
Host: Virginia Brooks, oil
Donna Law, jewelry
Steve Stento, watercolor

Red Rope Studio
7220 E. Sundance Trail
480-595-1605
Host: Nancy A. Michaelsen, acrylic, watercolor, pen, pencil
Kay Cummins, jewelry, metal
Jossy Lownes, oil, acrylic, collage
Sheri & Ralph Meldrum, metal, mixed media
Althea Sassman, collage

Marty Gibson
7831 E Carefree Estates Circle
480-334-1774
Host: Marty Gibson, mixed media, printmaking
Susan Gillette, printmaking, mixed media, acrylic

Nicolette’s Contemporary Studio
3736 N. 97th Way
402-417-5814
Host: Nicolette Maguire Bonnstedter, acrylic, wood
Tracy Paul, metal, glass
Christine Sandifur, printmaking
Allison Shock, ceramic
Kim Walker, acrylic, mixed media
Hilary Wells, mixed media

Tree Loft Studios
7600 E. Long Rifle Road
480-488-0623
Host: Dena Johnson, acrylic, mixed media, oil
Susan Canasi, metal, acrylic, mixed media
Diana Gilmore, jewelry
Genie Swanstrom, ceramic, jewelry, mixed media

Toni Perrin Studio
36633 N. Sidewinder Road
480-529-9217
Host: Toni Perrin, oil
Diana Ferguson, jewelry
Kenneth Ferguson, watercolor
Rick Griggs, wood, stone
Gedion Nyanhongo, stone
Fiona Purdy, acrylic, pen & ink

Les & Jaye Lawrence
37222 N. Holiday Lane
480-948-3694
Host: Jaye Lawrence, mixed media
Host: Les Lawrence, ceramic, mixed media, photography
Tom Friese, oil, acrylic, mixed media

Lucy Dickens Fine Art
34820 N. Whileaway Road
602-653-7002
Host: Lucy Dickens, oil
Elizabeth Cox, gouard, watercolor
Joshua Noah Dopp, glass, metal, mixed media
Patty Russell, jewelry
Eileen Schnog, jewelry, metal, leather
Rene Schnog, glass

Cueve Art Studios
31550 N. 70th Street
562-225-2552
Host: Charles Wolter, glass
Host: Joanie Wolter, mixed media, ceramic
Beth Benowich, jewelry
Joye DeGoeae, oil, pen & ink, pastel
Dan Romero, bronze
Pat Stacy, acrylic, mixed media

High Desert Creations
31616 N. 70th Street
775-304-6756
Host: Kathi Turner, jewelry, mixed media, metal
Morrie D. Elmer, wood
Jan Griggs, acrylic, mixed media
Barbara Rudolph, oil
Rob Stenberg, mixed media, acrylic

Mark Lewanski Glass Studio
31611 N. 69th Street
989-225-0777
Host: Mark Lewanski, glass
Elizabeth Butler, oil
Stephen Harmanston, printmaking
Bruce Larrabee, ceramic
Jason Piper, encaustic, mixed media
Julie Simcox, acrylic, mixed media, wood

Christopher Heede Studio
7007 E. Rancho del Oro Drive
480-229-7006
Host: Christopher Heede, ceramic, glass

The Images Studios
6925 E. Windstone Trail
602-616-0655
Host: Byur Gullwing, bronze, metal, ceramic
Host: Kathleen Nelson, glass
Barbara H. Frost, jewelry
Dadra Hunt, metal
Lisa Matevosyan-Haselton, oil
Reg McCormick, gouard

Pat’s Glass Studio
26420 N. 82nd Street
480-488-8200
Host: Patricia Isaacson, glass
Sandi Caramitaro, watercolor, oil, bronze
Kathryn Darner, jewelry
Cynthia Eral, oil
Mernly Kulmer, acrylic, ceramic, pastel

Jeanne Bonine Studio
6240 E. Quail Track Drive
480-585-1985
Host: Jeanne Bonine, watercolor, oil
Paul Jones, oil
Zac Kothrade, jewelry

Sandy Pendleton Glass Studio
6233 E. Almeda Court
480-710-2859
Host: Sandy Pendleton, glass
Mark and Nancy Dabrowski, mixed media
Kimmberly Ioane, ceramic
Nancy Pendleton, mixed media, acrylic
Carol Tenwalde, jewelry

Stuart Yankell Studio
30408 N. 65th Street
610-213-2749
Host: Stuart Yankell, oil, acrylic, bronze
Jordan Fillers, acrylic, oil, pen & ink
Isabelle Posillico, jewelry
Leo Posillico, oil, acrylic
Trevor Swanson, oil, metal

Marless Fellows Studio
31031 N. 61st Street
480-577-8426
Host: Marless Fellows, oil
Jacqueline Cohan, oil
Sandy Harris-Murphy, jewelry
Christine Hauber, mixed media, photography
Valerie West, acrylic, watercolor, pen & ink

Lori Greenberg Art and Jewelry
6037 E. Rancho del Oro Drive
602-300-2801
Host: Lori Greenberg, jewelry, metal
Kathryn Guler, glass beads, jewelry, metal
Diane Sepanski, jewelry, glass beads, metal
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24 Feather Heart Studio
4948 E. Rancho Tierra Drive
602-919-9233
Host: Marlene Sabatina, jewelry, mixed media
Billy Bodnar, wood
Valerie Hildebrand, batik, acrylic, glass
Jennifer Oberle, ceramic, mosaic, metal
Linda Paul-Sontag, oil, acrylic

25 MJ Roop Fine Art
4813 E. Windstone Trail
480-427-5599
Host: Marty Roop, oil
Ashwini Bharathula, acrylic, oil
Bill Birke, metal, acrylic
Nancy Christy-Moore, acrylic, mixed media
Jacki Cohen, glass
Andrea Cook, fiber art

26 Nature's Art
4340 E. Ashler Hills Drive
817-597-0524
Host: Leea Arnold, jewelry, bronze
Sally Bills Bailey, watercolor, acrylic
Joanne Gallery, acrylic
Darlene Saucedo, gourd, mixed media
Ron Steege, acrylic

27 Beth Zink Studio
33444 N. 55th Street
480-538-5428
Host: Beth Zink, acrylic
Anthony Barbano, glass, jewelry
Tom Belloni, mixed media
Suzanne Brown, jewelry
Mimi Damrauer, fiber art
Karen O’Hanlon, paper, mixed media

28 Jane Boggs Studio
33488 N. 55th Street
480-283-7801
Host: Jane Boggs, gourd, mixed media, acrylic
Cynthia Downs-Apodaca, jewelry
Sue Hunter, mixed media, oil
Bill Leibow, photography
Ellen Leibow, oil
Joe Netherwood, oil

29 Bela Fidel Fine Art Studio
33401 N. 55th Street, Building #200
480-221-6947
Host: Bela Fidel, oil, encaustic, mixed media
Sheri Congrove, mixed media, acrylic, ceramic
Kristine Kollasch, mixed media, metal, acrylic
Linda Peterson, acrylic, wood, mixed media
Shelly Taylor, jewelry
Brian Willis, glass, mixed media, wood

30 Gold Dust Art Studio and Pottery
6315 E. Old West Way
480-575-7909
Host: Pat & Mike Markham, ceramic, mixed media, mosaic
Tess Mosko Scherer, mixed media
Liliana Schuett, jewelry
Ronnie Wainwright, oil, watercolor

31 Laughing Glass Studio
4944 E. Sawmill Circle
480-488-6070
Host: Carole Perry, glass, mixed media
Manon Doyle, jewelry

32 Carlos Page Studio
5242 E. Bane Lane
973-941-7174
Host: Carlos Page, metal, wood, concrete
Michael McKee, pastel, oil, acrylic
Rolande Poirier, jewelry
Myron Whitaker, ceramic

33 The Ranch
4944 E. El Sendero Drive
480-620-3849
Host: Judith Durr, oil
Host: Roger Kul, leather
Mike Greenfield, mixed media, bronze, stone
Lee Hendrickson, photography
Mark White, oil
Frank Williams, mixed media, gourd, metal

34 Twisted Fire Studio
4774 E. Qualibrush Road
480-745-0451
Host: Randy Galloway, oil, watercolor, bronze
Jonathan and Julia Harmon, jewelry
Chulvang Lee, oil
Judy Moody, gourd, mixed media

35 Curt Mattson Fine Art
3720 E. Cloud Drive
480-488-7850
Host: Curt Mattson, bronze, oil, watercolor

36 Robin’s Nest
5920 Surrey Drive
480-567-4197
Host: Robin Ray, ceramic, mixed media, mixed media
Lynda Abare, metal, mixed media, jewelry
Sarah Foster, jewelry, mixed media
Gordon Paul Mischke, metal, wood, glass
Kenneth Naiff, photography, metal
Ken Ryan, wood, leather, metal

37 Jerry Sieve Photography
37019 E. Hidden Valley Drive
480-488-9561
Host: Jerry Sieve, photography, mixed media, oil
Chuck Berry, oil, acrylic, pen & ink

38 Haring House
37602 N. Kohuana Place
602-821-8000
Host: Nicole & Sam Haring, mixed media, acrylic, charcoal
Lynn Bellino, oil, watercolor, ink
Ann-Marie Graves, oil
Beth Solem, jewelry

39 Kelly Mattes Studios
37432 N. Hidden Valley Drive
480-907-4433
Host: Kelly Mattes, acrylic, oil, watercolor
Rachel Dodge, oil, acrylic, mixed media
Elizabeth Sun, jewelry, mixed media
Richard Tucker, bronze

40 Sylvia Fugmann Brongo Studio
37416 N. Arbasula Drive
480-488-7479
Host: Sylvia Fugmann Brongo, ceramic
Carol Fugmann, jewelry, metal
Joan Nelson, fiber art
Judith Rothenstein-Putzer, mixed media, photography
Nancy Townsend, oil

41 D’Ambrosi Sculpture Gardens
6019 E. Dolomora Place
602-740-9489
Host: Michael D’Ambrosi, bronze, cement, stone
David Flitner, oil

42 The Sculpture Studio
6051 E. Hidden Valley Drive, #4
480-310-4822
Host: Mark Carroll, stone, wood, metal

43 Tamarisk Grove Studios
6015 E. Valley Way
480-431-4994
Host: Terry Horne, stone, metal
Host: Patricia Miller, oil, mixed media, pastel
Kathy Immekus, mixed media
Jennifer O’Cualain, oil

44 Darbyshire Pottery
5540 E. Ocotillo Road
480-488-9286
Host: Judy Darbyshire, ceramic, acrylic
Melissa Paxton, glass, acrylic, oil
Jill O”Lani Sayer, jewelry, mixed media

45 Luna Creations Studio
6653 E. Saber Road
602-679-8484
Host: Sharon Brening, oil
Tim Harmon, bronze
Carolyn Hansen Sato, bronze, mixed media
Gregory Tomb, glass

46 Living the Dream Arts
6711 E. Highland Road
815-342-8303
Host: Judith Freeze, fabric art, mixed media, leather
Jan Downey, gourd, mixed media
Julie Gilbert, jewelry
Sheila Kollasch, oil, mixed media, watercolor
Marjorie Risk, metal, mixed media, mosaic
Lynn Thrower, mixed media, mosaic, glass beads

47 Desert Rat Forge
7645 E. Highland Road
602-509-1343
Host: Paul Diefendorfer, metal
Liz Carlier & Josh States, mixed metal, mixed media
Christa & Michael Francis, stone, jewelry
Paulette Galop, ceramic
Francine L. Kavanaugh, metal
Janice Stiles, jewelry, mixed media